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Abstract

Experiments with a tapered-wiggler free-electron laser have demonstrated
shout 3% of the energy from the electron beam and me~sured the corresponding
sion. These results are in excellent agreement with theory and represent
magnitude improvement over all previous resl~lts.

Tapered-wigg ler ampllfi6L

extraction of
Opticai e~.is-
an order-cf -

In the pioneering free-electron-laser experiments of Madey and coworkers, ] a wigqler
vaqnet havincj a constant period was used. In these and subsequent experiments, the effi-
ciency for extracting energy from the electron beam and converting it to optical radiati:)n
was observed to be about 0.28, In satisfactory agreement with theory. The efficiency
observed in these experiments was low because as energy was extracted from the electrons
anfl converted to optical radlati~n (corresponding to laser gain), the electrons slowed down
and their oscillations in the wiggler field were no longer resonant with the oscillations
of the laser field. Hcwever, theoretical calculations indicated that this effect could be
compensated by reducing the magnetic-field period toward the d~wnstream end of the wiggler
and operating at very hio) optical intensity. In this way the efficiency could be improved
by an order of magnitude.

To test this prediction, the experiment shown in Fig. 1 was carried out. The electron
beam had an average current of 250 mA at an energy of 20 MeV ? 0.5%. The CC2 laser
ha? a peak power of about. 1 GK, single-mode, in a 5-ns pulse. The permanent-magnet wigqler
was about 1 m long, with a peak field of 0.3 T. The period was tapered 12%, from 2.7 cm
et the entrance to 2.4 cm at the exit.
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Fiq. 1. Schematic diagram of the ftee-electron-laser experiment.

Flectron-beam and o~tical resultn- -— . . .. . ------- ..-— ---- . . . .. .-—

To determine the energy extract?rl from the electron beam, the electron energy spectrum
of the beam emerging from the wiggler was recorrl?d with ●n electron spectrometer. A
typ~cal spectrum ia compared with theory in Fi9, 2. At nuffictently high optical-field
strength, the experimental renultu @how the twu large peaka characteristic of tapered
wigglers, The low-energy peak containa theme ?l@ctrona that were decelerated resonantly
as the wiggler period docreaaed. The peak near t,he oriqinel energy containn tho~~
electrons that entered the wiqgler at the wrong pha~a of the optical field and w$rt?, in
fact, slightly ac~!vl~ratwl, As the input laser power 1s decreased, the low-energy peek
gets Rmrnller, dismppearlng ●ltogether below ●bout 0.2 CW, Tho a~:eraqe extraction effi-
ciency (av~rage energy Qxtract*d from electrons ●s optical ra(liation + initial electron
tnergy) itr shown in Fi9. 3. The unusual inflection point In what im effec~ively a gain-
naturation curve iIJ due to the threshold ●ffect for ‘trappir,g” electrons of the resonant
energy ●nd rlece]~rat!l>) them with the wiggler taper.
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Fig. 2. Electron enerqy spectrum showing deceleration of electrons in tapered wiggler,
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of the gain on electron ●nergy agree well with the electron-energy measuremtints. To ~emove
the remaining C02-laser radiation, the beam was passed through a cell containing hot
C02, where it was absorbed. The free-electron-laser radiation, on the other ha~d, was
broadt,and (corresponding to z30-ps pulses), and prrssed through the hot C02 with atten-
uation only near the ban~ center.

In this way it was possible to remove the C02 radiation completely and to observe
only the free-electron-lacer radiation. Because this technique removed the electron ra3i-
ation at preci6ely the wa”:elength of the incident C02 laser, most of the information
a>out laser gain was lost. However, the signal-to-noise ratio was considerably enhanced,
and the (relatively clean) data are still rich ‘n flee-electron laser physiea. For exarr-
ple, when the electron beam interacts with the optical field, the electrons becorre
“bunched” (density modulated) at the optical frequency and harmonics th~reof. This causes
the electrons to radiate coherently, instead of randomly, and enhances the ●mission by man:’
orders of maanitude. In fact, without the C02 laser to bunch the ●lectrons. the spon-
taneous radiation (commonly referred to as synchrotrons raoiation) was too small to observe
in this experir-nt. When the electrons were bunched by the C02 laaer, the coherent
eriss~on was observed to be quadratic in the electron-bebm current, as ahown in Fig. 4.
T+is was expected theoretically, and contrasts with the linear dependence of spontaneous
emission, Using band-pass filters, it was possible to observe narmonics of the 10.6-~T
r!diation generated by the electrons In the wiggler. These are also orders of magnitude
stronger when the electrons are bunched by the C02 laser that., when they are not.
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Fiq, 4. Q:ladratic drpendenc? of cnncrent ●Iectron omission upon ●lectron beam currqnt.
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